HEALTH & SAFETY NOTICE FOR STUDENTS

To prioritize the health and safety of both our students and employers, we are limiting the capacity of employer exhibitors for each in-person job and internship fair during the Spring 2022 semester. All event attendees, regardless of vaccination status, will be required to wear masks at all times throughout the duration of the fair and set-up will include thoughtful design to maintain as much social distancing as possible. Any person who does not abide by the Binghamton University’s masking policy will be asked to leave the fair. The Fleishman Center will provide an ample amount of hand sanitizer, but we are also discouraging participants from engaging in handshaking while our campus fights against the spread of the coronavirus. To assist with introductions, we will utilize a touchless check-in process for students as well as offer name badges for you to complete with your FIRST name, major and graduation year.

We respectfully ask if you are feeling unwell the day of the fair, please do not attend. The Fleishman Center is also offering a virtual fair option for those who are unable to attend due to health and safety concerns or who would like to interact with additional employer representatives.

Please note that if you are registered for the virtual fair and unable to attend due to health reasons, you must email hirebing@binghamton.edu to notify our office of your cancellation.